It’s an Elephant!
Monkey 1: Hello! I’m going on a walk in the jungle. I hope I don’t see an
elephant on my walk! I’m scared of elephants!
-------Puppet theatre curtain rustles.------Monkey 1: What was that? I hope it wasn’t an elephant!
-------Monkey 2 appears.------Monkey 1: Jumps and screams.

Ahhhhhh!

Monkey 2: Oh, I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to scare you.
Monkey 1: It’s okay. I was only scared because I thought you were an
elephant. I’m scared of elephants!
Monkey 2: Why are you scared of elephants? Have you ever met an
elephant?
Monkey 1: No, I haven’t met an elephant. I don’t even know what an
elephant looks like.
Monkey 2: I know what an elephant looks like! Elephants are very big.
Monkey 1: Oh no!
Monkey 2: But as long as you don’t make them angry, elephants are very
gentle and kind. And elephants have two big teeth called tusks.
Monkey 1: Big teeth!? Those are better to eat me with!
Monkey 2: Don’t worry. Elephants don’t eat monkeys. Elephants eat
plants! And they have big ears that they wave back and forth
like a fan to keep cool.
Monkey 1: I wish I could wave my ears like fans.

Monkey 2: And the one thing that you absolutely must know about
elephants is that they have really unusual noses.
Monkey 1: They have an unusual nose?
Monkey 2: Yep! Their noses are very, very long. And when an elephant
wants to, he can use his nose to make a sound like a trumpet!
Monkey 1: Wow! That’s pretty cool! I like elephants!
Monkey 2: See, elephants aren’t so scary! Well, I’m going to go find a
banana. Bye-bye!
Monkey 1: Bye! Thank you for teaching me about elephants. Elephants
may be big, but they’re gentle and they eat plants. And they
have funny ears that they use to keep cool. And they have
noses that sound like trumpets! Elephants aren’t scary at all!
-------Puppet theatre curtain rustles------Monkey 1: Uh oh! Someone’s coming! It’s a… It’s a…
-------Elephant pops out------Monkey 1: IT’S AN ELEPHANT!!! AHHHHH!
-------Monkey 1 disappears------Elephant: Was that a monkey? I’m scared of monkeys!
-------Elephant disappears-------

